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Abstract 
A 1 GeV/u 56Fe Ion beam allows for true 90" tilt irradiations of various 
microelectronic components and reveals relevant upset trends for an 
abundant element at the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) flux-energy peak. 
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• The galactic cosmic ray (GCR) 
environment has a flux-
energy peak at • 1 GeV/u 
• At ·this level of kinetic energy, 
LETs > 1 ((MeV·cml)/mg) are 
dominated by Iron 
• 1 GeV/u 5'Fe has an LET of 
1.2 ((MeV,cml)/mg) and a 
range In silicon of 15 cm tt• 1e• 
GCR Fluies for ll!Ostatlonary orbit 
at solar minimum (CREME96) 
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T1,se1Room 
• F1cfllty has rotation and translation 1ta1ts 
• can 1tack multlple experiments 
Ellptrlments cond•cted •230 In from bum 
ult 
Static Random Access Memories 
Note: Different scales for Vendor A's SOI and Vendor B's bulk CMOS 
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____ &_s_~_m_s_o_, __ v,_e_n_d_o_rA __ 4_S_n_m_so_1 ____ / Vendor B: 65 nm bulk CMOS 
• Test setup for norTNJI Incidence lmidlatlons 
-+ SorlCI nnes connect 1 GeV/u MBU cross sections~ • Taking advant.111! of S In x S In bum spot · 
• Vendor l(s SOI devices have both a data pattern and orientation dependence • Two setups In front and one In back 
• Vendor B's bulk CMOS device only has an orientation dependence • Roughly~ 2" uniformity over this area 
Pattern and orientation sensitivities arise from SOi's Inter-device lsolatlon and bit cell layout. 
· These features are muted In bulk CMOS due to charge transport. 
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• Extreme variation between 
configuration and BRAM cross 
; : ·-1:; section based on orientation · 
, ,}, • • •t • • • . r •, • ' , 
• Suspect physlcarlayout Is; ::,: : 
responsible · - ' · 
• Test setup for 90' tilt, o· roll lmtdlatlont 
• Takln11dv1nt11e of8 In" 8 In beam 
tpot ; 
• All four OUTs ire stacked (FPGA on 
bottom) 
• Rousflly i: 2" unlfom,lty over this are, 
Conclusions 
• First time the NSRL facility has been 
used to characterize highly-scaled 
cc;u~mercial technologies 
• 1 GeV/u 56Fe beam allowed for true go• 
tilt irradiations 
• Extreme upset cross section variation 
observed ·as a function of roll angle, 
. data pattern, and storage elements 
• Data provides impetus to study these 
limiting irradiation conditions with 
radiation transport modeling since 
studies like these are not feasible on a 
. regular basis 
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